
The presentation of the Collabor Place 
platform



Why do you need to join a Collabor Place?

The community

Become part of the active crypto investment community, entrepreneurs, leaders and 
enthusiasts that unite 68 countries around the world. Find answers to your questions, 
improve your knowledge at the Learning Academy, attend in the events and outings created 
by Collabor.events, show yourself as a speaker and enlist the support of like-minded people.

The technologies

We deeply studied the market, and we chose a strategic partner who created an innovative 
digital ecosystem that actively solves all the current problems of participants in the crypto 
space. Its products and services allow you to securely store, to manage tokens, to earn 
passive income on stacking, to use modern solution as for enterprises, as for ordinary users.

The business

Collabor Place opens up opportunities not only to learn cryptocurrency, but also to make 
money on it. Being the strategic partner of MinePlex Banking we have developed our profit 
system not only in steaking, but also in the promotion of advanced products and the 
construction of our own affiliate network. Become part of the team and start earning money 
with us!



MinePlex is a next generation digital ecosystem that creates advanced and modern 
payment solutions. The company uses a unique CrossFi technology, which synthesizes the 
stability of traditional finance and transparency and blockchain technology security.

Founded in 2020 and headquartered in Singapore, the company has already launched 9 
real products to the crypto market. MinePlex develops community in 68 countries, solving 
common problems faced by crypto space participants.

About MinePlex



MinePlex Ecosystem

Blockchain

Collabor place

(dashboard, academy)

MarketPlace

Explorer

MinePlex.io

(auth)

MinePlex wallet APP

MinePlex Money

MinePlex Payment

MinePlex Finance



MinePlex Ecosystem

MinePlex digital ecosystem products and services are advanced, modern daily payment 
solutions for all users around the globe.

MinePlex ecosystem includes:

Services Products

3 services that provide maximum usability for users

5 products that use PLEX token

2 MinePlex blockchain with steaking capability

1 mineplex.io

2 MinePlex Wallet App

3 Explorer

1 MinePlex Money

2 MinePlex Payment

3 MinePlex.Finance

4 Marketplace

5 Collabor.Place

https://auth.mineplex.io/ru/auth/login
https://collabor.place/#main


The MinePlex Blockchain

In 2020, the MinePlex team developed a blockchain with two native tokens. It was 
created on Tezos architecture with LPoS (Liquid Proof of Stake) consensus. This 
consensus allows any node of the network to be validating.



The uniqueness of the blockchain is that it has two native tokens MINE and PLEX, the issue 
of which is limited.



MINE is a basic token, a unit of computing power of the MinePlex blockchain, necessary for 
generating new PLEX tokens on the network by placing them in a staking. A means of 
paying fees for transactions in the blockchain.



PLEX is a utility token that opens access to the services and products of the MinePlex 
ecosystem. It is necessary to generate new MINE tokens on the network by conversion.


Tokens have utilitarian functions and are directly used in the project services.



In 2022, bridges between the MinePlex blockchain and the Ethereum (ETH); Binance 
Smart Chain (BSC); Polygon (MATIC) networks were created to scale the system.


https://github.com/mineplexio



https://github.com/mineplexio


Passive income
Passive income in MinePlex is implemented on the blockchain. All MINE holders who have staked them mine 
PLEX. PLEX provides access to the products and services of the MinePlex ecosystem.  

The basic formula for calculating yield:



PD = ( (P / 100) * (M / E ) ) / B



CONSTANTS



P - basic profitability per plexus, 20% for 30 days

B - the number of blocks in 30 days = 43200



VARIABLES



M - total stake of MINE tokens

E - emission of PLEX tokens per block




Passive income
PD = ( (20 / 100) * ( 2 592 000 000 / 600 ) ) / 43 200



20 / 100 - with this action we express the basic profitability per plexus, in fractional form = 0.20



2,592,000,000 / 600 – determine the stake size in MINE tokens required to mine 1 (one) PLEX token per block = 4,320,000 MINE.



0.2 * 4,320,000 - determine the size of the base reward in MINE tokens for 30 days = 864,000



864 000 / 43 200 - determine the complexity of the plexus = 20



The MINE token is used as the basis for calculating the base yield in the MinePlex network, since it is the basic unit of computing 
power and is required to pay commissions.



For a stake equal to 4,320,000 MINE, the reward for 30 days in the amount of 20% is 864,000 MINE.



A stake of 4,320,000 mines 1 PLEX token each block. This means that 43,200 PLEX will be mined in 30 days (the number of tokens mined 
per block (1 PLEX) is multiplied by the number of blocks in 30 days (60*24*30) we get 43,200)



We multiply the number of PLEX tokens by the complexity of the plexus 43,200 * 20 = 864,000 MINE.



Where PLEX is traded

PLEX is traded on 8 major global crypto exchanges:



The new MinePlex 2.0 blockchain

In 2022, the team decided on a major update of the project, a phased transition to the new 
Tendermint Core architecture and the creation of a second version of the MinePlex 
blockchain.

Advantages of Tendermint:

Unlimited scaling possibilities.

Up to 1 million transactions per second at peak load

The block time is 5 seconds with the possibility of reducing to 1 second.

Users create their own custom coins in one click.

Users create their own tokens based on the blockchain with their own logic.



The new MinePlex 2.0 blockchain

The new blockchain, as in the first version, is based on two native coins: XMine (MPX) 
and CrossFi (XFI).

By its functions, the MPX coin can be compared with the MINE token, and XFI - with the 
PLEX token.



The XFI coin, like PLEX, will be used in all products and services of the MinePlex ecosystem: 
Wallet, Finance, Payment, Marketplace and others.



All owners of the MPX coin will have the opportunity to create their own custom coin in one 
click.



The issue of XFI coins is designed for 20 years and has 5 stages of issue.

MPX is a non-volatile token with unlimited issue.

XFI is a volatile token with a limited issue.



Passive income MinePlex 2.0
Formula for calculating the basic profitability: 


100/12 - 100/12*0,165 ~ 7%



The formula for the initial cost of XFI:



( (P / 100) * (M / E ) ) / B



Р – basic return for staking = 7% in 30 days

В – number of blocks in 30 days = 518 400

M – total stake of MPX tokens = 4 000 000 000

Е – issue of XFI tokens per block = 5



Thus, the initial exchange rate of the XFI coin is ~ $ 1.



This calculation will not carry mathematical accuracy. It is needed to justify the initial cost of XFI and its exchange rate when 
listing on the stock exchange.



The company's strategy throughout the entire XFI issue period will be aimed at 100% payback of MPX for the year. This 
will be associated with the marketing activities of the project, the development of new technologies and their 
introduction into other ecosystems, the release of new products, partner collaborations, the expansion of the 
ecosystem and the geographical expansion of MinePlex.



MinePlex ecosystem services and products

Mineplex.io mineplex.io

Official website of the project with official updates and latest news. Single point of entry into the MinePlex ecosystem, which allows you to 
comfortably work with all products. Security is provided by the authorization system and security,reinforced by three modules.

MinePlex Wallet App

Mobile app MinePlex Wallet for IOS and Android. Create wallets, securely store and manage MINE, PLEX, BTC, USDT, MPX and XFI tokens 
in one click.

Explorer https://explorer.mineplex.io/

One of the central tools of the MinePlex blockchain and Mineplex 2.0 blockchain. Users can get here all the information about the events, 
happening on the blockchain: track the price and turnover of PLEX, MINE, XFI and MPX, see transactions and general information about 
wallets and plexus pools.

MinePlex Money https://auth.mineplex.io/ru/auth/login

Your personal account in MinePlex. Electronic payment system for payments in the MinePlex ecosystem and Mineplex. Payments based 
on cryptocurrencies. Allows you to store and use the main cryptocurrencies and MINE, PLEX, MPX and XFI tokens, order cards and carry 
out offline and online payments.


https://auth.mineplex.io/ru/auth/login
http://mineplex.io
https://auth.mineplex.io/ru/auth/login
https://auth.mineplex.io/ru/auth/login
https://explorer.mineplex.io/
https://auth.mineplex.io/ru/auth/login


MinePlex ecosystem 
services and products

Collabor.Place https://collabor.place/#main

A space for the smart, modern, free and independent. This is a community of people who earn on cryptocurrencies and investments.

MinePlex Payment https://mineplex.cash/home

A crypto-acquiring platform for business. It allows you to develop your business and connect cryptocurrency payments. Convenient and 
easy entry into the crypto industry for business: ready-made payment pages for accepting online payments in fiat and cryptocurrency, 
currency selection for payments, MinePlex POS terminals, tools for creating your own payment pages, etc.

MinePlex.Finance https://mineplex.finance

CrossFi is a new generation financial mobile platform. Bank account and online financial services in euros, pounds sterling and PLEX 
tokens in your mobile phone anywhere. Currently being updated. Stay tuned for the latest releases!

Marketplace https://mineplex.market

An Internet platform where user has an opportunity to buy goods directly for PLEX tokens. With this innovative tool of commodity 
staking, you can get a product for part of its cost. Currently being updated. Stay tuned for the latest releases!


https://collabor.place/#main
https://mineplex.cash/home
https://collabor.place/#main
https://mineplex.finance
https://mineplex.market/


15+%
new users per month

220 000+
community members

MinePlex Banking user geography.

68
member countries

MinePlex



Media about MinePlex

Reviews about the project appear in the world's top media companies:

PLEX in the Forbes Digital Assets .

MinePlex ranked among the top best blockchain projects by International Business Times

https://www.forbes.com/digital-assets/assets/plex-plex/?sh=24a103d43819


Belarus, Minsk

Development and maintenance

Lithuania, Vilnius

Support department

UAB “Plex Alliance”

DFMX Solutions Ispan

Reagil S.A.

MinePlex PTE LTD

DFMX Platform
Spain, Barcelona

Finance department


Singapore

Support department

Uruguay, Montevideo

Support department

General department

UAE, Dubai

6 MinePlex offices



MinePlex group of companies 
statutory documents

Reagil S.A., 
Uruguay

DFMX Platform, 
UAE

DFMX Solutions Ispan, 
Spain



MinePlex group of companies 
statutory documents

MinePlex PTE LTD, 
Singapore

UAB “Plex Alliance”, 
Lithuania



MinePlex team

Alexander Mamasidikov, CEO & Co-Founder

An expert in the field of crypto industry and digital marketing. 
72+ projects in the field of international fintech, blockchain, 
CrossFi, etc. One of the first professionals who took part in the 
development of IEO. Entered the Top 20 blockchain 
entrepreneurs according to Publish0x, Top 40 Financial 
Entrepreneurs 2021 according toTechtimes and Top 5 best 
blockchain marketing experts and cryptocurrencies. For more 
than 15 years, Alexander has been engaged in development and 
implementation of PR strategies. Since 2015 heworks in global 
fintech and blockchain projects. Author of an expert column at 
benzinga.com. Author of articles on digital marketing, blockchain 
and fintech for Forbes and the world's largest financial 
publishers. Participant of the largest conferences and digital 
summits in the crypto industry.



https://www.google.com/url?q=http://benzinga.com&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1670323449878083&usg=AOvVaw3dcA-oPDdGvZ4rhT0j21JB


MinePlex team

Fedor Bogorodskiy, Financial Advisor

An expert with 27 years of experience in banking and finance who contributed to 

the development and implementation of the world's first national 

cryptocurrency in Venezuela. He took part in the first introduction of MasterCard 

cards in Russia - the main participant of the system through the CARDCENTR 

processing center. Fedor was involved in the creation of the first network of 

ATMs and electronic POS-terminals in Russia with the participation of Sberbank 

and more than 50 banks that are the main participants in international payment 

systems. Participant in the creation of a Financial institution in Europe - 

StreamPay S.A., Latvia. Founder of a platform for processing programs for 

issuing and acquiring MasterCard, VISA, Discover, AMEX, MIR, UnionPay cards 

for banks and payment systems, an Internet acquiring platform for operators 

and integrators of e-commerce business, including using ApplePay, SamsungPay 

and other modern payment instruments in Europe, America and Asia. Author of 

economic works on the implementation and management of interbank and 

national processing centers at the state level. Representative of Uruguay at the 

UNESCO Creative Cities Cultural Forum, organizer of international 

teleconferences and conferences.

Vlad Babitsky, СТО

Senior IT Developer since 2010. More than 50 successfully 
implemented projects in the fields of fintech, blockchain, medicine, 
satellite monitoring, etc.



MinePlex team

Alexey Ermilov, Director of Development 
MinePlex Banking
IT development, project adviser, crypto investor.

CDO Mineplex is official representative of Russia, CIS, Indonesia. CEO Sreda 
Management (Indonesia). Founder DAO Mineclub, CEO Mineclub academy.

In 2022, he was a speaker at international conferences in 6 countries: Vietnam, 
Indonesia, UAE, Kyrgyzstan, Belarus and Russia.

He spoke to 3,000 people at a crypto forum in Vietnam.

Launched a training marathon “Blockchain in Russian”, which has already been 
attended by more than 1000 people.

Raised the “Blockchain in Russian” node and brought it to the TOP-1 among all 
nodes in the MinePlex blockchain.

5 people became dollar millionaires under the personal mentorship of Alexei.

Alexey's expert opinion has been published in articles in Forbes, Rambler/
Finance, "Novye Izvestia", BeinCrypto, Delovoy Petersburg and other 
authoritative publications.

Dill Narzi, CEO of Collabor.Place
Entrepreneur, blogger, influencer. Musician, author of his own songs. Member 
of the jury of various competitions in show business. Member of the Writers 
Guild engaged in poetry. Fashion designer. Coach, business trainer and 
motivator. Creator of a huge number of events at the international level. An 
international leader in the network business, the creator of the international 
community.



a place where your freedom begins



Educational MinePlex partner 
programs

By using educational platforms of our partners, you can receive education in the field of cryptocurrencies, finance, blockchain, and trading.

Mine Club Academy

International online academy for teaching investments and earnings on cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies.

Crypto Wiki & Digital Alchemist

Educational channels with useful information about blockchain, nodes, and cryptocurrencies with educational quizzes 
and tests.

Cryptomatika

Innovative educational and practical training center.

CryptoStartup

Intensive with Anastasia Lozovskaya, where you can learn from scratch the topic of cryptocurrency and the 
MinePlex ecosystem.

Marathon «EFFECTIVE START IN MLM» from Alexei Yermolin 

System knowledge for a quick start in an affiliate program, skills in the psychology of sales and building a business in MLM.

Now training starts here:

Another kind of MinePlex educational program - . It takes place offline in various parts of the world for any partners of the 
company who have completed a special seasonal promo. At such meetings, news sessions are held, as well as training events, award 
ceremonies for leaders, entertaining team holidays, and Gala dinners. Offline meetings are held in the best resorts around the world.

Collabor camp

https://mineclubacademy.com
https://t.me/cryptowiki_channel
https://cryptomatika.ru
http://www.bbc-zaxodi.com/


COLLABOR PLACE Foundation
To solve the strategic issues and tasks of the community, a COUNCIL and a special FUND were 
created, which will be replenished with 5% of the sale of partner packages (in MPX).



The COLLABOR Council will decide on the allocation of these funds to the necessary activities 
and goals for the development of the community.



The COLLABOR Council will work on the principle of DAO, where leaders who have confirmed their 
status will be able to vote on important decisions for the community. Participation in the voting 
and promotion of the initiative will be paid for by the MPX coin.

Council leaders are:

Dill Narzi, CEO COLLABOR PLACE

Alexey Ermilov, Director of Development MinePlex Banking



MinePlex charity

Charity is one of the important vectors of MinePlex activity. The company specifically supports 

charitable foundations that help various categories of citizens in solving their life difficulties. The 

team regularly develops and conducts fundraising campaigns and ensures that all funds reach 

the addressees.


The company sends 1% of the cost of each purchased package to charity. A separate wallet will 

be created, where funds will be transferred, and then distributed to charitable foundations.




Office program

The program leader, starting from the rank of Director, gets the opportunity to open a company 

office in his region. He will be the official consultant of the products of the Collaboration 

platform.Place.

After reviewing the application within a few days, the company decides to open an office. The 

company allocates funds in the amount of 5% of the leader's turnover to open an office: design 

and repair of premises, purchase of furniture and equipment. Then 1% of the leader's turnover is 

paid per month for office rent after opening.

Terms of participation

Get the rank of Director and higher.

To make a turnover in its structure in the amount of 50,000 USDT in one month after 
receiving the rank.

Fill out a special application for opening an office and send it by mail.



Ambassador program

Ambassadors are not official employees of the company, 
but enjoy all products and represent the brand in their 
region.



The most active leaders receive support from the company 
to open a regional office.



Company ambassadors can work directly with multiple 
countries, having the opportunity to interact with regional 
directors in order to organize global events and trips to 
the company's head office. 



Ambassadors are appointed by directors, by the company 
or independently reach the corresponding rank. They have 
the right to hold events of any kind: from online to live 
meetings.




Ambassadors in person

Here will be photos of top leaders who will become company representatives by voting. 
They will work in different countries.


For program details, see Collabor.Place.

https://collabor.place


Merch

The company provides all partners with their own developed merch with Collabor.Place. logos. There 
will be programs to encourage partners in the form of branded gifts and goods.




Collabor.Place. Packages

There are 8 packages 
which differ in:

Packages allow you to:

Price

PLEX conversion limit

The number of bonuses and their size

PV conversion limit

Issue new MINE tokens by converting the 
PLEX token

Receive bonuses in PV from sold packages

Convert PV to MINE, PLEX and USDT



Client packages

79 USDT

St
START

0 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

800

Cashback MPX (10%)

4 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

12 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

conversion

299 USDT

300 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

3 000

Cashback MPX (10%)

21 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

45 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

conversion

S
SMALL

899 USDT

C
CLIENT

1 000 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

9 000

Cashback MPX (10%)

81 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

135 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

conversion



Business packages

1 799 USDT

B
BUSINESS

2 500 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

18 000
Cashback MPX (10%)

198 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

270 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

conversion

2 999 USDT

PRO

PROFESSIONAL

5 000 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

30 000
Cashback MPX (10%)

390 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

600 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

or USDT conversion


4 999 USDT

P
PREMIUM

7 500 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

50 000
Cashback MPX (10%)

750 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

1 000 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

or USDT conversion


7 499 USDT

VIP

VIP

20 000 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

75 000
Cashback MPX (10%)

1 275 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

1 500 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

or USDT conversion


25 000 USDT

EXC

EXCLUSIVE

100 000 USDT

Limit on the purchase of PLEX

250 000
Cashback MPX (10%)

4 750 000
Monthly limit for PLEX or XFI to 


MPX conversion

5 000 USDT

Daily limit on PV to PLEX 

or USDT conversion




XFI, PLEX and PV conversion limits

The limits are set in USDT and have dynamic indicators, which 
are calculated at the moment of conversion using the 
following formulas:

PV to PLEX - USDT Limit / PLEX Exchange Rate

PV to USDT from 1 to 1 (Professional package) 

PLEX/XFI в MPX - limit is set in MPX coin



Affiliate program

Payment systems


Apple and Google Pay
 Exchanges

Liquidity tokens

App and banking operations

Affiliate program



The marketing plan of the 
Collabor Place platform



Types of rewards

1 Bonuses from personal sales

2 Trading bonus

3 Career bonus

4 Matching bonus

5 Global bonus

6 PLEX Bonus

7 Promotional



1. Bonuses from personal sales

Bonus recipient’s 

activated package

bonus % on sales at 
the second lines

Get 7% of the packages’ value sold 
from 1 line

Bonuses are credited instantly, at 
the moment of payment 
confirmation.

You additionally receive 1-5% 
bonuses from the 2nd line 
depending on the activated 
package.

St START

S SMALL

C CLIENT

B BUSINESS

PRO PROFESSIONAL

P PREMIUM

VIP VIP

EXC EXCLUSIVE

0%

0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

5%



2. Trading bonus
Each partner takes their place in the trading structure.

Trading bonus has two parallel directions of development.

Depending on the activated package, you 

are credited with a different percentage of 

the bonus in PV:

PV is credited from the cost of activated 

packages by your partners and goes to 

the direction’s total offset.


To activate PV, each parallel must 

accumulate 100 PV.

Start - 0%

Small - 5%

Client - 8%

Business and higher - 10%
...

Rodinka Svetlana Olegovna
admin@mineplex.io

Referral: Jaydon Baptista

Referral ID: 8PTGYTA9

BUSINESS

Upper vector

600 PV

17 people

Lower vector

14 415 PV

349 people

Total PV

15 000

Upper vector

Upper vector

415 PV

17 people

Lower vector

13 415 PV

349 человек

Petrov Konstantin

Total PV

13 800

...

Lower vector

Upper vector

415 PV

17 people

Lower vector

13 415 PV

349 человек

Savelyev Vladimir 

Sergeevich

Total PV

13 800

...

mailto:admin@mineplex.io


Ranks

Activated 
Package

from Small

from Client

from Buisness

from Professional

from Premium

VIP

VIP

Personal turnover, 
USDT

from 1000

from 3000

from 8000

from 22000

from 45000

from 90000

Trade turnover of 

the entire USDT 
structure

from 5000

from 16000

from 45000

from 135000

from 535000

from 2010000

from 8000000

Ranks of personally invited partners

3x Assistant

2x Manager 2xAssistant

2xMaster 2xManager 1xAssistant

3xDirector 2xMaster 1xManager

3xConsul 2xDirector 2xMaster

3x Vice President 3xConsul 2xDirector

Rank

Assistant

Manager

Master

Director

Consul

Vice President

President

The Collabor.Place partner program provides a ranking system. The conditions for obtaining ranks 
depend on the personal turnover, the turnover of the network and the ranks of personally invited 
partners. When you reach certain ranks, you increase your earning opportunities. After reaching a certain 
rank, it is assigned forever, you do not need to confirm it.



3. Matching bonus

1st line

2nd line

3rd line

4th line 

5th line

10%

–

–

–

–

10%

10%

10%

–

–

10%

10%

10%

3%

–

10%

10%

10%

3%

2%

10%

10%

–

–

–

Master Director Consul Vice 
President President

Increase your income by helping to build the structure and turnover of your personally invited 
members, and get bonuses from the income of invited members from five levels at once!

The volume to receive the bonus is calculated per month of sales.



The larger the personal invitation team that sells, the higher the income from this bonus.

* The bonus is paid with compression, for minus interest in the lower structure.



4. Career bonus

% of payments from 
total sales
in the structure

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

A career bonus is an additional reward from the turnover of the entire structure. It is accrued for 
the 1st day of the following month when a certain rank is reached.

rank

Assistant

Manager

Master

Director

Consul

Vice President

President

* The bonus is paid with compression, that is, 

minus interest in the descending structure.



5. Global bonus

Bonus for leaders who have reached the 
maximum status in the company.

5% of total turnover is distributed among active partners
who fulfill the qualification conditions.

2%
are distributed among 
partners who have 
reached the ranks

Consul

Vice President

President

1,5%
are distributed among 
partners who have 
reached the ranks

President

1,5%
are distributed among 
partners who have 
reached the ranks

Vice President

President

The global bonus is awarded for the 1st day of the following month.



6. PLEX Bonus
5% of partner purchases of PLEX tokens are distributed according 
to the structure of personal invitations.

1 %: 0,5%:

Personally invited

The second line

The third line

The fourth line

The fifth line

The sixth line

The seventh line



7. Promotional bonus
It is necessary to pay during promotions



Rank: Master

Package: Business

The costs of building the 
structure and earning 
$1799 and a steak $3000

Rank: Manager

Package: Business

Rank: Assistant

Package: Business

$ 899

Rank: Assistant

Package: Professional

$ 899

Rank: Assistant

Package: Premium

$ 899

Rank: Assistant

Package: Client

Rank: Manager

Package: Professional

Rank: Assistant

Package: Client The total turnover of 

personal sales: $ 5094

S

S

C

C

C

B

The total turnover of personal sales: $ 7194

S

S

CPRO

CC

CB

The total turnover 
of personal sales: 

$ 5094

S

SCB

CPROC

C

The total turnover of personal sales: $ 11694

S

S

CPROC

CCVIP

CB

The total turnover of personal sales: $ 9794The total turnover of personal sales: $ 13093

SCPROC

S

CPROC

CCVIPP

CB

Rank: Assistant

Package: Client

$ 899

Rank: Assistant

Package: Business

$ 899

Rank: Assistant

Package: Client

$ 899

SSCB

SCB

CPROC

CCPROCS

The total turnover of personal sales: $ 11094

S

S

CPROS

CCCVIP

CB

The total turnover of personal sales: $ 7194

S

S

CPROC

CCVIPCVIPP

CB

The total turnover of personal sales: $ 13794

SCPROCCCVIP

SCB

CPROCS

CCVIPCVIPPCVIPPS

CBC

The total turnover of 

personal sales: $ 5094

S

S

C

C

C

B

The example of a plan to achieve 

the rank of Master



a place where your freedom begins


